Slip fall accidents are the #1 cause of injury in the workplace.

The average cost of a worker’s fall is $12,470.

For every $1 spent on floor care chemicals, businesses spend $3 on slip and fall claims.

We can dramatically reduce your slip fall accident claims.

"For Your Peace of Mind"

Floor Safety Maintenance Program

‘FSMP’

The FSMP Includes:

- Staff Training in Cleaning Procedures
- Identifying the Correct Cleaners
- Ongoing and Regular Inspections
- Valuable Documentation
- Comes at No Additional Cost to YOU!

The single most important step you can take to ensure safety today!

Endorsed by international tile expert of ‘Ask the TILEMan’, Mr. Peter Collier
Floor Safety Maintenance Program™

Global Safe Technologies Inc. and its authorized representatives offer our nationwide Floor Safety Maintenance Program – “FSMP”. Your peace of mind slip-fall protection. This unique program provides the ultimate in slip-fall prevention; to ensure optimum floor care and continued safety. We can help you reduce costly slip-fall accidents, reduce Workers Compensation claims, and prevent your Public Liability insurance premiums from increasing, all at a very affordable cost.

The FSMP is an ongoing floor safety and inspection program designed specifically to identify and correct potential slip-fall conditions, maintain staff vigilance, and to optimize the cleanliness of all floor surfaces – “Cleaner is Safer™”.

If you are having the “Safe Solution® Anti-Slip Treatment System” applied to your floor, by following our FSMP, your Safe Solution® protected surface will remain anti-slip – permanently!

If you are purchasing the “Maintenance Solution™ Multipurpose Cleaner/Degreaser”, when used as directed, it will ensure the cleanest and therefore safest floors possible.

The FSMP Consists of:

- Staff training in product use, cleaning, and maintenance for proper floor safety
- Identifying the correct cleaners to be used – “Cleaner is Safer™”
- Ongoing and regular inspections to ensure continued floor safety
- Valuable assistance and documentation in the form of a Warranty Certificate and affidavit, if necessary, in the event of slip-fall lawsuits and claims

The best part of this program that it comes at no additional cost to you when we have treated your floor!

*For these reasons, our FSMP is essential for optimal cleanliness and safety.*

**FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND SLIP-FALL PROTECTION:**

On a quarterly basis, a floor safety inspector will examine your floor to evaluate its safety condition and make any necessary recommendations to you the customer. Upon completion of the inspection, the inspector will date and sign the report and provide you with a copy of the inspection.

or

to get your local Authorised Dealer details click on www.globalsafe.com.au/contactus.php

or

contact

Tibor Bode
Master Distributor
Global Safe Technologies (Australia) Pty Ltd
Tel: +61 (0)2 9729 4479
Toll Free: 1300 668 620
Email: info@globalsafe.com.au
Website: www.globalsafe.com.au